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Conscious, Purposeful Living...   
Living in a Holographic Universe  
Understanding how to 
manage intuition, and 
raise above extrasensory 
awareness with different 
psychic strengths is the 
best way to enhance 
sensory development.  
When you learn to man-
age your energy, it is 
surprising how the picture 
of your life changes. When 
you realize your natural 
gifts from Source, God, 
Universe, you will feel 
gratified in taking full 
advantage of these gifts. 

Think about it, the future is 
not predetermined, we 
have, free will, we have 
choices, even if that 
choice is not to choose. 
Here we stand on the 
thresh hold of a golden 
opportunity to work more 
consciously with our 
family, our friends, our 
environment.

Manage your energy, 
focusing on how you want 
life to be for you. See the 
world in all its beautiful 

abundance, creating a 
path to realize full 
enrollment in your spiritual 
self. Connect meaningfully 
to all that is possible within 
you as you find a depth 
within that you never 
dreamed possible. Make 
this transition to a 
purposeful, loving life, 
actualized by new thought!

All sessions are 
experiential, featuring 
videos, readings, and 
activities. 

“We shall not 
cease from 
exploration 
and the end of 
all our 
exploring will 
be to arrive 
where we 
started and to 
know the place 
for the first 
time.“ 

~ T.S. Eliot  
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The most interesting thing about the 
holographic model was that it 
suddenly made sense of a wide range 
of phenomena, so elusive they 
generally have been categorized 
outside the province of scientific 
understanding. These include, again 
telepathy, precognition, mystical 
feelings of oneness with the universe, 
and even psychokinesis, or the ability 
of the mind to move physical objects 
without anyone touching them. Oddly 

enough, it quickly became apparent to 
scientists who came to embrace the 
holographic model that it helped 
explain virtually all paranormal and 
mystical experiences, and in the last 
half-dozen years or so, it has 
continued to shed light on an 
increasing number of previously 
inexplicable phenomena.  

Excerpt from Part II Living in a 
Holographic Universe 

Living in Higher Consciousness 
Living in a Holographic Universe 
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“Don't believe 
what your eyes 
are telling you. 
All they show is 
limitation. Look 
with your 
understanding, 
find out what 
you already 
know, and 
you'll see the 
way to fly.” 

~ Richard Bach

Each week’s session includes explanation, exercises and discussion 

Week Thirteen          Intuitive Communication~Listening with Higher Self  
Week Fourteen         What Archetypes Teach About Energy Patterns 
Week Fifteen             Non-Ordinary States of Reality
Week Sixteen            Our Tribal Chakras ~ Disengaging Clan Energy
Week Seventeen       Reading Auric Energy~What Color is your Rainbow 
Week Eighteen          Gods & Goddesses
Week Nineteen          Healing is a State of Mind
Week Twenty             Gene Perception & DNA Reprograming
Week Twenty-one      The Secret Life of Rocks, Plants & Water
Week Twenty-two      Soul Blending within a Holographic Universe
Week Twenty-three    Merkaba, Sacred Geometry & the Flower of Life
Week Twenty-four      Guides, Soul Challenges & Karmic Balance
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“Our deepest fear is not that we are 
inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are 

powerful beyond measure. It is our Light, not 
our Darkness, that most frightens us. 

As we are liberated from our own fear, our 
presence automatically liberates others.” 

                     ~Maryann Williamson 

Reading, exercises, videos and discussion 
round out a full program of exploration   

Learning Objectives

   4 ways to use meditation for connection with 
your higher consciousness

   20 ways to strengthen your immune system, 
healing self and others

   7 ways to increase greater communication, 
and enhance listening skills

   3 ways to use meditation to access  better 
information in your environment 

   4 ways to unblock old programming to allow 
moving to your next best level

    Tools to explore, practice with find a 
personal path to self mastery  

   Deepen the meditation process to further 
reduce unwanted internal chatter and inner 
self talk

   Clearly distinguish the difference between 
inner messages from guides and spirit to 
know the difference between ego mind and 
spirit 

   Unclutter your personal history, removing 
blocks that get in the way to your personal 
growth and development

Coursework Objectives for Part II                                  
Conscious & Purposeful Living 
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